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Abstract: Crowd monitoring is necessary to improve safety and controllable movements to minimize risk, especially in high 
crowded events, such as Kumbh Mela, political rallies, sports event etc. In this current digital age mostly crowd monitoring still 
relies on outdated methods such as keeping records, using people counters manually, and using sensors to count people at the 
entrance. These approaches are futile in situations where people's movements are completely unpredictable, highly variable, and 
complex. Crowd surveillance using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), can help us solve these problems. The proposed paper 
uses a UAV on which an IP Camera will be attached to get media, we then use a convolutional neural network to learn a 
regression model for crowd counting, the model will be trained extensively by using three widely used crowd counting datasets, 
ShanghaiTech part A and part B, UCF-CC 50 and UCF-QNRF. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Crowd counting is a fairly emerging interdisciplinary issue that has attracted the attention of sociologists, psychologists, engineers, 
and scientists in recent years. The exponential growth of the world's population, along with rapid urbanisation, has resulted in a rise 
in the incidence of unusually concentrations of population. They are caused by a variety of factors, including social events like the 
Kumbh Mela, sporting events, and political rallies.  
Video surveillance for security purposes; overcrowding detection for disaster management, public safety design, and traffic 
monitoring; simulation studies for a better understanding of crowd dynamics, and so on are all important uses of crowd analysis. 
Counting people and estimating their density are two of the most important challenges in crowd analysis.  
The task of counting the number of people in a scene is referred to as crowd counting, whereas crowd density estimate is the 
prediction of the equivalent density map. In this digital age, most crowd monitoring still relies on traditional methods like storing 
records, manually counting people, and counting people at the entry with sensors. In instances where people's movements are totally 
unpredictable, extremely variable, and complex, these tactics are useless.  
Crowd monitoring employing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) may be able to assist us in resolving these issues. The suggested 
solution employs a UAV equipped with an IP camera to collect media, with the obtained photos of the crowd area being sent over 
to communication infrastructure for further analysis.  
The photos are segmented and categorised in the second stage to estimate crowd density. This involves combining well-known 
picture segmentation techniques such background removal (Davies, Yin, and Velastin 1995), image processing and pattern 
recognition (Marana et al. 1998), information fusion (Velastin et al. 1994), and feature extraction points to extract crowd features 
(Conte et al. 2010).  
In the last step, a convolutional neural network will be used to construct a crowd counting regression model. The model will be 
extensively trained using three popular crowd counting datasets. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Crowd Counting Datasets  
Existing crowd counting datasets can be split into three categories based on image acquisition methods: surveillance-view datasets, 
free-view datasets, and drone-view datasets. Surveillance-view datasets are compiled from crowd photos captured by surveillance 
cameras in discrete indoor settings or small-area outdoor sites. 
Typical surveillance-view datasets include UCSD, Mall, WorldExpo, and ShanghaiTech Part B. Images from the Internet are 
included in free-view datasets. These datasets have a wide range of characteristics. Many free-view datasets for evaluation criteria 
are also available, including UCF CC 50, UCF-QNRF, and ShanghaiTech Part A & B. 
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B. Crowd Counting Methods 
1) Detection-based Methods: A moving window-like detector is used to recognise and count the number of persons in an image. 

The detection approaches involve well-trained classifiers capable of extracting low-level characteristics. Although these 
algorithms work well for detecting faces, they struggle in crowded photos since the majority of the target items are obscured. 

2) Regression-based Methods: Low-level characteristics could not be extracted using the above strategy. Here methods based on 
regression come out on top. Crop the image into patches, then extract the low-level features for each patch. This approach 
usually consists of two primary components. The extraction of low-level features such as foreground features, texture, edge 
features, and gradient features is the initial step. The second component is converting the collected features into counts using a 
regression function, such as linear regression, piecewise linear regression, ridge regression, or Gaussian process regression. 

3) Density Estimation-based Methods: In this the first step is to construct a density map for the objects. The method then creates a 
linear mapping between the extracted features and their corresponding object density maps. Random forest regression can also 
be used to learn non-linear mapping. 

4)  CNN-based Methods: It's the tried-and-teste way to use convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Instead of looking at individual 
image patches, we use CNNs to create an end-to-end regression technique. This method uses the complete image as input and 
generates a crowd count directly. CNNs perform exceptionally well in regression and classification applications, as well as in 
the generation of density maps. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM FLOW CHART 

 
Fig. 1  Block diagram 

 
The following design (Fig. 1) is proposed to overcome the challenges in the existing method and to produce a better solution. This 
project has both software and hardware requirement. 
 

IV. SOFTWARE & HARDWARE DESIGN 
A. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  
An unmanned aerial vehicle, sometimes known as a drone, is an aircraft that does not have a human pilot, crew, or passengers on 
board. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are part of an unmanned aircraft system, which also includes a ground-based controller 
and a communications system with the UAV.  UAV flight can be controlled remotely by a human operator, as in a remotely piloted 
aircraft (RPA), or with varying degrees of autonomy, such as autopilot help, up to fully autonomous aircraft with no human 
interaction. UAVs were created in the twentieth century for military duties that were "too dull, unclean, or dangerous" for people. 
Control technologies have improved and costs have decreased, therefore their use in the twenty-first century is fast expanding. 
Aerial photography, product deliveries, agribusiness, enforcement and monitoring, infrastructure inspections, science, and drone 
racing are just some of the applications.   
These are the essential components required 
1) Motors: Brushless DC motors are used in the majority of quadcopters. Brushless motors have a rotor with a permanent magnet 

and a number of electromagnets (also known as poles) surrounding it. Brushless motors can have anything between two and 
fourteen poles. The more poles the motor has, the more accurately it can be controlled. Brushless motors contain three wires 
that regulate the three phases of the motor. We can make the motor spin clockwise or counter clockwise by adjusting the 
connections on these wires. 

 
Fig. 2  Brushless Motor 
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2) Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC): Electronic Speed Controller, or ESC, is the device that controls Brushless DC motors. 
There will be three sets of wires on the ESC. The three wires of your brushless motor are connected by three heavy-gauge 
wires. Two more heavy-gauge wires run from your power distribution board to the ESC and motors, supplying voltage. There 
will be three smaller wires that connect to our flight controller. 

 
Fig. 3  Electronic Speed Controllers 

 
3) Flight Controller: Our quadcopter's brain is the Flight Controller. This is the device that sends signals to our ESCs to control 

the speed of our motors. The onboard radio receiver will send signals to the flight controller, allowing us to control our 
quadcopter remotely. The ESCs then send signals to control the motor speeds. 

 
Fig. 4  Flight Controller 

 
4) Radio Transmitters & Receivers: A handheld radio transmitter will be used to control the quadcopter, which will have an on-

board radio receiver. The number of channels that the receiver and transmitter support, as well as the frequency at which they 
operate, are both specified. Each radio channel in the quadcopter's system controls a particular function or component. To 
control a quad, we'll need at least six channels, though most users start with more. Extra channels can be utilised to control 
illumination or to position a camera using a gimbal motor. One channel for throttle, one channel for turning right and left, one 
channel for pitching forward and backwards, and one channel for rolling left and right in other words, throttle, yaw, pitch, and 
roll are employed. A channel can also be used to change between flight modes. 

 
Fig. 4  Radio Transmitters & Receivers 
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5) Batteries: We need a battery for quadcopter to fly. Larger batteries have more capacity, allowing for a longer flight time. 
However, as the battery's capacity increases, so does its weight, and adding weight to your quadcopter will reduce flying time 
because our motors will need to use more energy to hoist the payload. 

 
Fig. 5  Batteries 

 
So, these were the basic elements of a quadcopter. By putting all these pieces together, we design a quadcopter. 

 
Fig. 6  Quadcopter 

 
B. Software Design 
The Histogram of Oriented Gradient Descriptor (HOG) is a feature descriptor for object detection in computer vision and image 
processing. This is one of the most often used methods (algorithm) for detecting objects. 
1) Importing the libraries 
 

 
 

Fig. 7  Installed Libraries 
 

2) Model creation for human detection  
 

 
 

Fig. 8 Model Creation 
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3) Detect () Method 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Detect Method 
4) Human Detector() Method  

 
Fig. 10 Human Detector Method 

 
5) Argparse() method  
The function argparse() simply parses and returns the arguments supplied to our script through your terminal as a dictionary. Within 
the Parser, there will be three arguments: 
a) Image: The location of the image file on your computer. 
b) Video: The location of the video file on your computer. 
c) Camera: A variable if set to ‘true’ will call the Detect() method. 

 
Fig. 11 Argparse Method 
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V.  RESULTS 
Now, after running the code with multiple images and video as input, we will get our output 

 
a) Human Detection from Image as an Input 

 

 
b) People Count from Image as an Input 

 

 
c) Live People Count from Video as an Input  
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VI. CONCLUSION 
This work proposes a method for crowd counting in near real time using NN. Counting through the use of a video feed acquired 
through uav can be deployed for disaster management, emergency evacuation, and large public gatherings without having to setup 
explicit systems for the same.  
The project has a large potential scope in the future and can be implemented using satellite imagery in the future. The project is 
expandable, and it may be used to track or study crowd movement, which could be useful in managing riots, rallies, and other 
events. The proposed system architecture can also be used to create density maps for cars to monitor real-time traffic. 
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